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Icelandic
Morphosyntax and
Argument Structure
Routledge
This work offers an

outlook on the
derivation and
interpretation of
control
constructions. From
data and
observations, it
argues that
obligatory control
comes in two
varieties:
exhaustive or partial
control, the latter

obtaining when PRO
properly includes
the controller. This
distinction, arguably
universal, is tightly
linked to the tense
specification of the
infinitive. Non-
obligatory control,
on the other hand,
is structurally
conditioned,
obtaining only in VP-
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external infinitives. A
detailed
investigation of how
control interacts
with super-equi
constructions and
psychological
predicates sheds
new light on issues
such as
extraposition,
argument structure,
and semantic
selection. This book
clears up some
common
misconceptions
about the nature of
control, as well as
sharpening the
empirical
challenges that face
any comprehensive
theory in this
domain. Regardless
of theoretical
framework, scholars
of syntax and
semantics
interested in these
topics, should find
this book a major
contribution to the

field.
Argument Structure:
Springer Science &
Business Media
As with many other
languages, Mandarin
Chinese exhibits a
rich variety of ways
in expressing the
arguments of the
predicator in a
sentence. Unlike
other languages, such
variation is typically
devoid of any formal
marking. Previous
attempts in
explaining such
phenomena usually
focus on the syntax
as an explanatory
tool. This book
argues that a large
majority of such
argument structure
phenomena are better
accounted for by
recourse to enriched
representations in
lexical semantics.
Drawing insights
from conceptual
semantics, cognitive

semantics, Generative
Lexicon, construction
grammar and formal
syntax, this book
constitutes the first
attempt at a
comprehensive
account of lexical
semantic issues in
Mandarin Chinese.
Argument
Structure in
Hindi Oxford
University
Press
Seven
science
historians
examine the
historical
creation and
meaning of a
range of
scientific
textual
forms from
the 17th to
the late
19th
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centuries.
They
consider
examples
from the
fields of
chemistry,
medicine,
zoology,
physics,
physiology
and
mathematics.
Multidisciplinary
research on verb
argument structure
Taylor & Francis
Over the years, a
major strand of
Miyagawa's
research has been
to study how
syntax, case
marking, and
argument structure
interact. In
particular,
Miyagawa's work

addresses the nature
of the relationship
between syntax and
argument structure,
and how case
marking and other
phenomena help to
elucidate this
relationship. In this
collection of new
and revised pieces,
Miyagawa expands
and develops new
analyses for
numeral quantifier
stranding,
ditransitive
constructions,
nominative/genitive
alternation,
"syntactic" analysis
of lexical and
syntactic causatives,
and historical
change in the
accusative case
marking from Old
Japanese to

Modern Japanese.
All of these analyses
demonstrate an
intimate relation
among case
marking, argument
structure, and word
order.
Representation and
Theory John
Benjamins
Publishing
Company
Bridging theoretical
modelling and
advanced empirical
techniques is a
central aim of
current linguistic
research. The
progress in
empirical methods
contributes to the
precise estimation
of the properties of
linguistic data and
promises new ways
for justifying
theoretical models
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and testing their
implications. The
contributions to the
present collective
volume take up this
challenge and focus
on the relevance of
empirical results
achieved through up-
to-date methodology
for the theoretical
analysis and
modelling of
argument structure.
They tackle issues of
argument structure
from different
perspectives
addressing questions
related to diverse
verb types
(unaccusatives,
unergatives,
(di)transitives, psych
verbs), morpho-
syntactic operations
(prefixation, simple
vs. particle verbs),
case distinctions
(dative vs.

accusative, case vs.
prepositions),
argument and voice
alternations (dative
vs. benefactive
alternation, active
vs. passive), word
order alternations
and the impact of
animacy, agentivity,
and eventivity on
argument structure.
The volume will be
of interest to
theoretical linguists,
psycholinguists, and
corpus linguists
interested in the
syntax of argument
structure and its
modelling using
precise empirical
methods.
New Perspectives
on Argument
Structure in
Functional
Grammar John
Benjamins

Publishing
Company
Cognitive
Linguistics is not a
unified theory of
language but
rather a set of
flexible and
mutually
compatible
theoretical
frameworks. This
volume is of
interest to scholars
and students
wishing to inform
themselves about
the state and
possible future
developments of
Cognitive
Linguistics
John Benjamins
Publishing
Company
This book focuses
on the language of
educational
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research as well as
on the language of
education. It
conceives both as
social practices
and investigates
how rhetoric plays
a part in the
complex process of
historically situated
argumentation.
The book aims to
answer such
questions as:
‘What is the
nature of the
arguments and the
kinds of sources
one relies on?’
and ‘What kind
of reasoning is
offered to convince
practitioners?’
Taking
postmodern
criticism seriously,
the contributors
argue that the

scholar or
researcher cannot
indulge in
relativism or be
satisfied with a
description of
particular cases.
Instead,
theoreticians as
well as
practitioners have
to engage in sound
thinking and
dialogue. The
chapters in this
volume highlight
relevant
characteristics of
the language of
educational
research. In
addition, attention
is paid to the
language of
particular debates
which figure
prominently in the
wider educational

context, such as the
language of goals,
of parenting,
citizenship and
capability.
Semantic Structures
Walter de Gruyter
GmbH & Co KG
This work is the
culmination of an
eighteen-year
collaboration
between Ken Hale
and Samuel Jay
Keyser on the study
of the syntax of
lexical items. It
examines the
hypothesis that the
behavior of lexical
items may be
explained in terms of
a very small number
of very simple
principles. In
particular, a lexical
item is assumed to
project a syntactic
configuration defined
over just two
relations,
complement and
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specifier, where these
configurations are
constrained to
preclude iteration and
to permit only binary
branching. The work
examines this
hypothesis by
methodically looking
at a variety of
constructions in
English and other
languages.
Elements of
Control Springer
Science &
Business Media
This book
considers the
recent results and
evaluations of the
Theta System in
both theoretical
and experimental
domains.
Distinguished
linguists from all
over the world
examine the
theory in the

context of an
impressive array of
new empirical data
ranging from
Germanic,
Romance, and
Slavic to Ugro-
Finnish, and
Semitic languages.
A crosslinguistic
typology BRILL
Includes papers
that explore the
issues and re-
assess generally
accepted premises
on the relationship
between lexical
meaning and the
morphosyntax of
sentences by
confronting two
competing
approaches to this
issue.
Argument Structure
at the Interface
Routledge

Conception of
linguistic
organisation
involving the
factorisation of
syntactically
relevant information
into at least four
parallel dimensions
of structure.
The Theta System
Language Science
Press
The argument
structure of verbs,
defined as the part of
grammar that deals
with how participants
in verbal events are
expressed in clauses,
is a classical topic in
linguistics that has
received considerable
attention in the
literature. This book
investigates argument
structure in English
from a usage-based
perspective, taking
the view that the
cognitive
representation of
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grammar is shaped by
language use, and that
crucial aspects of
grammatical
organization are tied
to the frequency with
which words and
syntactic constructions
are used. On the basis
of several case studies
combining
quantitative corpus
studies and
psycholinguistic
experiments, it is
shown how a usage-
based approach sheds
new light on a
number of issues in
argument realization
and offers frequency-
based explanations for
its organizing
principles at three
levels of generality:
verbs, constructions,
and argument
structure alternations.
Enriched
Composition and
Inference in the
Argument Structure

of Chinese Oxford
Cognitive
Development
This volume of
Computational
Models of
Argument focuses
on the aim to
develop software
tools to assist users
in constructing and
evaluating
arguments and
counterarguments
and/or to develop
automated systems
for constructing and
evaluating
arguments and
counterarguments.
Some articles
provide a valuable
snapshot of the
leading research
questions in the
area of
computational
models of
argument, others
draw on the wealth

of research on the
philosophical
questions
surrounding the
notions arising in
argumentation, or
address knowledge
representation and
reasoning issues
emerging from
modeling
argumentation.
They also consider
appropriate models
of wider rhetorical
issues arising in
argumentation and
propose and
evaluate algorithmic
solutions associated
with generating and
judging
constellations of
arguments. Included
are articles
proposing standards
for exchanging
information
associated with
argumentation so
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that different systems
can work together.
In addition, some
articles report
practical working
tools for
computational
argumentation.
Grammar as
Architecture for
Function Springer
Science &
Business Media
While the
argument
structure of verbs
has long been a
central issue in
linguistic research
of all varieties and
continues to be a
vexed area of
research across a
wide range of
theoretical and
empirical
approaches, the
inter-disciplinary

perspective and
dialogue remain
largely under
explored. This
collection stems
from an interest to
find and explore
practical, tangible
points of
intersection
between
theoretical
linguists,
psycholinguists and
neurolinguists
working on
problems related
to the
representation and
processing of verbs
and their
associated
thematic structure.
The book is
organized around
three core themes,
(i) the basic
building blocks of

verbal
representations
and modes of
construction of the
verb-argument
complex, (ii) non-
canonical
argument structure
realization, with a
particular focus on
object-experiencer
psych verbs, and
(iii) the promises
and challenges of
neurolinguistic and
psycholinguistic
investigation into
argument structure
and the prospects
for the future of
interdisciplinary
research on verb
argument
structure.
Crosslinguistic
Perspectives on
Argument Structure
Springer
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The topic of this
collection is
argument structure.
The fourteen
chapters in this book
are divided into four
parts: Semantic and
Syntactic Properties
of Event Structure;
A Cartographic
View on Argument
Structure; Syntactic
Heads Involved in
Argument Structure;
and Argument
Structure in
Language
Acquisition.
Rigorous theoretical
analyses are
combined with
empirical work on
specific aspects of
argument structure.
The book brings
together authors
working in different
linguistic fields
(semantics, syntax,
and language

acquisition), who
explore new findings
as well as more
established data, but
then from new
theoretical
perspectives. The
contributions
propose
cartographic views
of argument
structure, as
opposed to
minimalistic
proposals of a
binary template
model for argument
structure, in order to
optimally account
for various syntactic
and semantic facts,
as well as data
derived from wider
cross-linguistic
perspectives.
Argument Evaluation
and Evidence MIT
Press
This book is a
collection of articles

dealing with various
aspects of
grammatical relations
and argument
structure in the
languages of Europe
and North and
Central Asia
(LENCA). Topics
covered with respect
to individual
languages are: split-
intransitivity (Basque),
causativization (Agul),
transitives and
causatives (Korean
and Japanese),
aspectual domain and
quantification (Finnish
and Udmurt), head-
marking principles
(Athabaskan
languages), and
pragmatics (Eastern
Khanty and Xibe).
Typology of argument-
structure properties of
‘give’ (LENCA),
typology of agreement
systems, asymmetry in
argument structure,
typology of the Amdo
Sprachbund, spatial
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realtors (Northeastern
Turkic), core
argument patterns
(languages of
Northern California),
and typology of
grammatical relations
(LENCA) are the
topics of articles based
on cross-linguistic
data. The broad
empirical sweep and
the fine-tuned
theoretical analysis
highlight the central
role of argument
structure and
grammatical relations
with respect to a
plethora of linguistic
phenomena.
A cross-linguistic
perspective John
Benjamins Publishing
Preferred Argument
Structure offers a
profound insight into
the relationship
between language use
and grammatical
structure. In his
original publication
on Preferred

Argument Structure,
Du Bois (1987)
demonstrated the
power of this
perspective by using it
to explain the origins
of ergativity and
ergative marking
systems. Since this
work, the general
applicability of
Preferred Argument
Structure has been
demonstrated in
studies of language
after language. In this
collection, the authors
move beyond
verifying Preferred
Argument Structure
as a property of a
given language. They
use the methodology
to reveal more subtle
aspects of the
patterns, for example,
to look across
languages,
diachronically or
synchronically, to
examine particular
grammatical relations,
and to examine

special populations or
particular genres. This
volume will appeal to
linguists interested in
the relationship of
pragmatics and
grammar generally, in
the typology of
grammatical relations,
and in explanations
derived from data-
and corpus-based
approaches to
analysis.
The Structure of
Argument Walter
de Gruyter GmbH
& Co KG
This book provides
a detailed study of
Icelandic argument
structure
alternations within
a syntactic theory of
argument structure.
Building on recent
theorizing within
the Minimalist
Program and
Distributed
Morphology, the
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author proposes that
much of what is
traditionally
attributed to syntax
should be relegated
to the interfaces,
and adapts the late
insertion theory of
morphology to
semantics. The
resulting system
forms sound-
meaning pairs by
generating
hierarchical
structures that can
be translated into
morphological
representations, on
the one hand, and
semantic
representations, on
the other. The
syntactic primitives,
however,
underdetermine
both
morphophonology
and semantics.
Without appealing

to special
stipulations, the
theory derives
constraints on the
external argument
of causative-
alternation verbs,
interpretive
restrictions on
nominative objects,
and the optionally
agentive
interpretation of
verbs denoting self-
directed motion.
The End of
Argument
Structure Oxford
University Press
This book looks at
the relationship
between syntax
and semantics,
bringing together
two seemingly
unrelated
hypotheses: that
verbs do not
require

arguments, and
that specifiers are
not required by the
grammar. The
analysis has
consequences for
the theory of
locality,
agreement, serial
verbs, and
multidominance
structures.
Case, Argument
Structure, and Word
Order Macmillan
Higher Education
This book
investigates different
types of verb-PP
combinations and
examines the types of
meanings which arise
when the argument
structure of the PP
fuses with the verbal
argument structure.
Focussing mainly on
data from
Norwegian, the book
investigates three
different empirical
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domains of PP-VP
combinations and
concludes that the
arising interpretations
result from a
combination of the
fine-grained structure
of the PP, the
structure of the verb
phrase, and the
different modes of
combination. The
book sheds new light
on the syntax-
semantics interplay
while adding new
insight about the
properties of the
category P in
Norwegian. The book
also contributes to the
debate between
Lexicalism and
Constructionism, and
it concludes that a
moderate
Constructionist model
with a fine-grained
syntactic structure
determining
interpretation is best
equipped to handle
the enormous

flexibility of verb-
prepositional phrase
combinations of the
types explored.
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